
 

All five bright planets come together in the
morning sky

January 15 2016, by Tanya Hill, Museum Victoria

  
 

  

Mercury rises out of the early morning glow to complete the full set of five
bright planets. Credit: Museum Victoria/Stellarium, CC BY-SA

For the first time in more than 10 years, it will be possible to see all five
bright planets together in the sky. Around an hour or so before sunrise,
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Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, the five planets that have
been observed since ancient times, will appear in a line that stretches
from high in the north to low in the east.

The planets are visible from right across Australia in the dawn sky. You
can start to look for the lineup from Wednesday, January 20 and it can
be seen right through until the end of February.

Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn have been in the morning sky since the
beginning of the year. Jupiter is bright in the north, next comes reddish
Mars, followed by pale Saturn and lastly brilliant Venus, which shines
above the eastern horizon. It is the appearance of Mercury that makes
the family complete.

Mercury has just transitioned from an evening object to a morning
object. At first it will appear quite low to the eastern horizon and of all
the planets it is also the faintest, so it will be hard to see to begin with.
However, Mercury will continue to rise higher each morning and by
early February it will sit just below bright Venus.

Dates with the moon

If you need something a little more to get you leaping out of bed before
sunrise, then here are the dates to mark in your calendar. From the end
of January, the moon will travel by each planet and can be used as an
easy guide for your planet-spotting.

On January 28, the moon will be right next to Jupiter. Come February 1,
the moon (in its Last Quarter phase) will be alongside Mars, then on the
following morning it'll sit just below the red planet. On the morning of
February 4, the crescent moon will be near Saturn. Then on February 6,
the moon will be alongside Venus and on February 7, a thin sliver of 
moon will sit below Mercury.
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https://phys.org/tags/planets/
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From January 28 through to February 7, the waning moon will travel through the
line up of planets, passing each one in turn. Credit: Museum Victoria/Stellarium

In line with the sun

The line formed by the planets in the sky closely follows the ecliptic, the
apparent path of the sun against the background stars. This path marks
the plane of our solar system, visual proof that the planets, including
Earth, all orbit the sun on roughly the same plane.

The ecliptic is bordered by the constellations of the zodiac and one of
the most recognisable zodiac constellations is Scorpius. If you're awake
before the first rays of the sun begin to drown out the stars, then look for
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the curved outline of the scorpion between Mars and Saturn. In fact,
sitting just above Saturn is the red supergiant star Antares, which marks
the heart of the scorpion and its reddish colour makes it the perfect rival
for Mars.

Rare oddity

It's been a long time since the orbits of all five planets have brought
them together to the same patch of sky. To make the best of the viewing
opportunity try and get to a clear open space where you can see from the
north all the way across to the eastern horizon.

As early February comes around, I also highly recommend checking out
the flight path of the International Space Station via websites such as 
Heavens Above or NASA's Spot the Station.

The Station will be flying morning passes over Australia during that time
and current predictions for each capital city have it travelling right
through or near the line of planets, for example: Darwin (February 3),
Brisbane (February 5), Perth (February 6), Sydney (February 7),
Canberra (February 7), Adelaide (February 8), Melbourne (February 9)
and Hobart (February 11). The predictions can change slightly, so best to
check the websites closer to the date and be sure to enter your precise
location to obtain the most accurate timing for the pass.

Finally, there's still more to come. This August the five planets will be
together again, visible in the evening sky, so stay tuned for more planet
watching in 2016.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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http://www.heavens-above.com/
http://spotthestation.nasa.gov/sightings/
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-12.4628&lng=130.8418&loc=Darwin&alt=37&tz=UCTm9colon30&satid=25544&mjd=57420.8412584884&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-27.471&lng=153.0234&loc=Brisbane&alt=28&tz=UCTm10&satid=25544&mjd=57422.7722579584&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-31.9535&lng=115.857&loc=Perth&alt=15&tz=WAST&satid=25544&mjd=57423.8656635249&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-33.8675&lng=151.207&loc=Sydney&alt=19&tz=AEST&satid=25544&mjd=57424.7661056433&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-35.282&lng=149.1287&loc=Canberra&alt=577&tz=AEST&satid=25544&mjd=57424.7660976908&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-34.9286&lng=138.6&loc=Adelaide&alt=45&tz=ACST&satid=25544&mjd=57425.7948456051&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-37.8141&lng=144.9633&loc=Melbourne&alt=25&tz=UCTm11&satid=25544&mjd=57426.7590414816&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=-42.8819&lng=147.3238&loc=Hobart&alt=24&tz=TST&satid=25544&mjd=57428.7529395118&type=V
https://phys.org/tags/sky/
http://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/all-five-bright-planets-come-together-in-the-morning-sky-53226
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